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INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
In [3] W. D. Munn introduced the concept of the ordinal product of the des- 
cending w-chain and a semilattice with identity. Generalizing this notion, 
in Section 2 we define the lexicographic product E D F of an arbitrary band E 
and a band F with identity. The aim of the paper is to give sufficient conditions 
for an orthodox semigroup with band E [> F of idempotents to be an extension 
of an orthodox semigroup with the band F of idempotents by an orthodox 
semigroup with the band E of idempotents. The concept of an extension of an 
orthodox semigroup by another one is defined in [5]. These structure theorems 
are proved in Section 3. One of these results extends W. D. Munn’s theorem in 
[3] concerning the structure of inverse semigroups the semilattice of idempotents 
of which is an ordinal product of an w-chain and of a semilattice with identity. 
In Section 4 we apply our results to describe the structure of O-simple orthodox 
semigroups with band of idempotents isomorphic to the orthogonal sum 
(O-direct union) of direct products of rectangular bands and of I by means of 
groups and group-homomorphisms. This theorem generalizes R. J. Warne’s 
result in [7] concerning simple I-semigroups. The notions and results of [4] 
and [5] that are needed below are summarized in Section 1. 
For the terminology and notations we refer to [I]. Moreover, we make use 
of the following fundamental results of [2] on orthodox semigroups. 
Let B be an arbitrary band. Take the equivalence relation 
% = {(e, f) E B x B: eBe is isomorphic to fBf>. 
If e%f then the set of all isomorphisms of eBe onto fRf is denoted by Te,f _ 
Let 7e.f E Tesr . Denote the transformation of Y[W]-classes of B assigning 
L(eze)~,,,[R(,,,),~,fl to-WGI by d~e,~N(w f)l. Then 
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constitutes an orthodox subsemigroup in Yi,, x 9sjIp with the band of 
idempotents isomorphic to B. Here we use Qiw to mean the dual of the semi- 
group &WW . 
Let T be an orthodox semigroup with the band B of idempotents. For every 
pair a, a’ of elements in T which are inverses of each other, define a mapping 
@lx*,, : au/Baa’ + a’aBa’a by x0,,,,, == a’xa. The mapping O,, n is an iso- 
morphism of aa’Baa’ onto a’aBa’a and O,?,, -:-= O,,,! . 
For every element a in T define a transformation h, of the W-classes of B 
and a transformation pI1 of the Z-classes of B as follows: If x E B then 
where a’ is an inverse of a. The transformations h, and pa are well defined. The 
mapping e: T -+ Qja x 9&2 determined by a4 = (h, , pa) is a homo- 
morphism, and 5 0 E-l is the maximal idempotent-separating congruence on T. 
The image of the homomorphism f is denoted by W,(B). 
Clearly, W,(B) is a full orthodox subsemigroup in W(B) in the sense that 
W,(B) contains every idempotent element of W(B). 
A band with zero element 0 is called 0-unifovm if @ = ((0, 0)) u (B\O) x 
(B\O). The band of idempotents in a 0-g-simple orthodox semigroup is O-uni- 
form, and, conversely, every O-uniform band is the band of idempotents in a 
suitable O-Z&simple orthodox semigroup. 
We agree to denote the maximal semilattice homomorphic image of a band 
B by Y(B). 
Clearly, if B is O-uniform then Y(B) is O-uniform as well. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we sum up the basic notions and results of [4] and [5] which 
are used in this paper. 
Suppose B is a band and B is its subband. Let T be an orthodox semigroup 
with the band B of idempotents. 
DEFINITION. The congruence relation K on T is called B-separating if 
every K-class containing an idempotent contains a unique element of B which 
is the greatest idempotent in that K-class. 
In particular, the idempotent-separating congruences are exactly the B-sepa- 
rating ones. 
THEOREM 1.1, Let K be a B-separating congruence on T. Then an idempotent 
K-class is an orthodo.x monoid with identity belonging to I?. 
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THEOREM 1.2. There exists a B-separating congruence on T if and only if 
the following two conditions are satisjed: 
(a) B = Uzs,Gz , where 
F,.={b~B:b<xandb 4 y proaided y E B and y < x} (x E B) 
is a band with identity x. 
(b) If t and t’ are inaerses of each other in T and x E I? then t%,t 2 F, for 
some y in I?. 
If (a) and (b) are fulfilled in T then fey every t, t’ in T which are inverses of 
each other de$ne a mapping 8,,,, : I? --f I? as follows: If x E I? then XJ~,,,, is the 
element y with t%,t CF, . Let us assign to every element t in T the transformations 
A, and ,q of B/W and B/P, respectively, de$ned by 
where t’ is any inverse of t. Then the mapping 5: T + .Yji8 >( YBise, tE = 
(A, , pt) is a homomorphism and [ 0 E-l is the maximal B-separating congruence 
on T. 
We note that T[ is a full orthodox subsemigroup in W(B) 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that the semigroup T has a B-separating congruence. 
Then 
Ss = {t E T: b,9kY’b,for some 6, , b, in B} (1) 
is an orthodox subsemigroup in T with band I? of idempotents. Moreover, every 
inverse of an element of SE is contained in S, . 
DEFINITIOK. A B-separating congruence K on T is called strong if every 
K-class contains an element of S, . 
Clearly, the idempotent-separating congruences are strong since S, = T. 
Now we introduce the concept of an estension of an orthodox semigroup by 
another one. This construction is applied to characterize those strong subband- 
separating extensions of O-%-simple orthodox semigroups where the subband 
contains the 0 element. 
Let S = SO be an orthdox semigroup with band B of idempotents and ,?Y 
an orthodox monoid with band B of idempotents. The identity of 2 is denoted 
by 1. Put 
s(f) = ((s, t) E s x s: st + O}. 
The group of units and the endomorphism monoid of 2 are denoted by U(Z) 
and End .Z, respectively. Suppose the mappings fi Sr’ + End 2, g: Sr’ + 
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End 27, and 4”: SF’ + U(2) to have the following properties: For every r, s, t 
in S with rst # 0 and for every 0 in .Z we have 
(Al) fy,sfrs,t = fr,st , 
(A21 gm,t = g,,t gr,st ,
(A3) yr,sfrs,t . ds,,sfu,t) . ~rs,t = n,,t . dfs,tgr,st) vs,tgr,st ; 
furthermore if s is a nonzero element in S and i, i are idempotents in S with 
si = zs = s then 
(A4) f,y,i and gi,,T are equal to the identity automorphism of 2, and 
(A5) T,~,~ and vi,s are equal to the identity of Z, and 
(A6) if i and iare idempotents in S with iZ =/ 0 then q~~,~ is the identity 
of 2. 
The triple f, g, F of mappings with these properties is called an orthodox 
(S, ,?I)-triple. Define a multiplication on the underlying set (S;O X. 2) u 0 as 
follows: 
(5 4(4 T) = (a ofs,t . Ts,t . %s.J if st # 0, 
=o otherwise, 
(s, u) 0 = 0(t, T) = 0 . 0 = 0. 
Thus we have defined an orthodox semigroup which is denoted by 
9’O(S, 2; f, g, ~JJ). Its band of idempotents is 
B = ((b, 8): b E B\O, (3 E B} u 0. 
Consider the following subband of B: 
B ={(b,l):b~B\O}uO. (2) 
THEOREM 1.4. The relation 
?Z = {((s, u), (t, 7)): s = t and u, 7 E Z> U ((0, 0)) 
is a strong B-separating congruence on Y”(S, 2; f, g, q~). Further, -YO(S, z 
f, g, v)/Ce is isomorphic to S and the nonxero V-classes which are subsemigroups are 
isomorphic to Z. 
Therefore Y”(S, ,Z;f, g, v) is called an extension of’ 2 by S. 
The main result of [S] is the following partial converse of Theorem 1.4. 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose that T = TO is an orthodox semigroup with band B 
of idempotents. Let B be a subband of B containing the 0 element. &4ssume that K 
is a strong B-separating congruence on T such that T/K is 0-5%simple. Denote the 
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semigroup T/K by S and one of the nonzero K-ChSSeS forming a subsemigroup by 2. 
Then T is isomorphic to YO(S, Z f, g, 91) for some orthodox (S, Z)-triple f, g, v. 
Now we sketch the proof of this theorem because it plays an important role 
in the present paper. 
The semigroup 2 as a K-ChS is a nonzero idempotent in S which is denoted 
by e. For every r E R, we choose and fix an element u, in Ss with U,Kb = r 
such that II, is the identity of 2 and the elements u, , ui have a common inverse 
in T whenever r, r have a common inverse in S. It is well known that r and r 
have a common inverse in S if and only if r N V, where N is used to mean the 
minimal inverse congruence on S. Denote the subsemigroup R, n eSe by P, . 
If p E P, and r IZ R, then there is a unique element xP,r in U(2) with 
%A = Xo,r% . (3) 
If p E P, and u E 2 then there is a unique element ah, in Z with 
u9u = (ah,) ug . (4) 
One can easily check that h, is an endomorphism of the monoid 2. Thus we 
have defined a pair h: P, -+ End 2, x: P, x R, -+ U(Z) of mappings satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(Bl) h, = h, and xP,,r = x~,~ provided p, jig P, with p w p, and r, 
pER,withr of; 
032) xm-h = ~a.9 xanv . ~5,. holds for every p, q in P, and for every 
r in Re ; 
(B3) +&a) = ~a.9 . 4, . x$, holds for every p, q in P, and for every 
u in 2; 
(B4) h, is the identity automorphism of Zi 
(B5) x9.& and xBgl. are equal to the identity of 2’ for every p in P, and for 
every r in R, . 
Here the superscript -l means taking the inverse in the group U(2). A pair 
h, x of mappings with properties (Bl)-(B5) is called an (S, e, Z)-pair. 
Assume that the band E of idempotents of S is a semilattice Y of rectangular 
bands E,(cx E Y), that is, E = (JnGY E, . Suppose that e E Em, . For every (Y 
in Y let us choose and fix an element e, in E, such that e, < e provided (II < (11~ . 
A system X of elements of R, containing a unique element of each Z’-class 
L e, with e, # 0 is called an R,-cross-section. Ifs is a nonzero element in S then 
there exists a unique element a in Y with E, n R, # l-J which is denoted by 
ar(s). Denote the unique element of X belonging to LBaCrj by s, and the inverse 
of s, contained in L, n R, by so . 
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PROPOSITION 1.6. Suppose we are given an (S, e, Z)-pair h, x and an R,-CYOSS- 
section X. The triple f, g: ,!$,a’ --f End Z, IJX Sr’ -+ U(X) of mappings defined by 
(5) 
where p = (st)l s,, , q = (st)l st, , and aI, is the inner automorphism of ,Z induced 
by the unit x, is an orthodox (S, Z)-triple. 
Remark. If A? is the equality relation on the semigroup S then the triple 
f, g, p defined by (5) does not depend on the choice of the R8-cross-section S. 
In this case we say that the triple f, g, 9 is defined by means of an (S, e, .Z)-pair. 
By Proposition 1.6, we can define an orthodox (S, Z)-triple f, g, v by means 
of an R,-cross-section X and the (S, e, Z)-p air h, x defined above. To complete 
the proof of Theorem 1.4 one can give an isomorphism of T onto .?(S, 2, 
f,g, 4. Th e o f 11 owing corollary is implied by the proof. 
COROLLARY. In Theorem 1.5 fhe orthodox (S, .Z)-triple f, g, 'p can be chosen 
to be a triple de$ned by (5) b e means of an (S, e, ,Z)-pair and an R,-cross-section. 
2. THE LEXICOGRAPHIC PRODUCT OF BANDS 
Now we introduce the concept of the lexicographic product of an arbitrary 
band and a band with identity. In particular, if the first band is a descending 
w-chain and the second is a semilattice with identity then this notion coincides 
with the concept of the ordinal product due to W. D. Munn [3]. We investigate 
the conditions under which the band of idempotents of the semigroup 
9’s(S, Z, f, g, 9) is the lexicographic product of the bands of idempotents of 
S and 2. 
Let E be a band with zero element 0 and F a band with identity 1. Suppose 
that E is a union of the semilattice Y of rectangular bands &(a E Y), that is, 
E = LY & . The fact that ol < p in Y is also denoted by E, < EB . If e E EX 
then we usually write E(e) for E, . 
Define a multiplication on the set (E\O x F) U 0 as follows: 
63 , fdez , fi) = 0 if e1e2 = 0, 
= he2 , fd if e1e2 # 0 and E(e,) < E(e,), 
= (elez ,fifi) if e1e2 # 0 and E(e,) = E(e,), 
= (ele8 ,fi> if e,e, # 0 and E(e,) > E(e.&, 
= qe,,l) ( otherwise, 
(e, ,fi)O = O(e, ,f2) = 0 . 0 = 0. 
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LEMMA 2.1. The multiplication dejned above is associative. 
Proof. Clearly, a product of three elements equals 0 if and only if one of them 
equals 0 or none of them is zero but the product of the first components in E 
is 0, Assume now that e, , e2 , e3 E E with e,e,e, # 0. Further, let fi , fa , fa EF. 
Then [(e, , fi)(e, ,f2)l(e3 , f3) = (e,e,e, , fXA)j m-here fi = 1 or Ji = fi , 
i = 1, 2, 3. By definition, j‘, = fi if and only if E(e,) < E(e,) and E(e,e,) < E(e,). 
This holds exactly in the case when E(e,) < E(e,e,) since E(e,) < E(e,) 
implies E(e,e,) = E(e,). Similarly, ja -: f. if and only if E(e,) > E(e,) and 
E(e,e,) < E(e,), that is, if E(e,) < E(e,e,). Furthermore, XT = f3 if and only if 
E(e,) < E(eie,) . Now, by definition, it follows immediately that (e, , fi) x 
[(e2 ,h)(e3 ,f3)l = (e,eze3 , fi fif3>. The proof is complete. 
In this way we have defined a band on the set (E\O x F) u 0. This band is 
called the lexicographic product of E and F and is denoted by E D F. 
Remark. If E has no zero element then by the lexicographic product E Q F 
of E and F we mean ED I> F\O. The results concerning a semigroup with 
band E D F, where E has no zero element, can be obtained immediately from 
the corresponding results concerning a semigroup with band E” D F. Therefore 
we deal only with the case when E has a zero element. 
A straightforward calculation shows the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. In the lexicographic product E D F we have (eI , fi) < (ez , f2) 
if and only if e, < e, OY e, = e2 andf, < fi . 
Moreover, one can see immediately that 
E D 1 = ((e, 1): e E E\O} u 0 
is a subband in E D F isomorphic to E. For every nonzero element e in E the 
subset 
eDF={(e,f):fEF) 
constitutes a subband in E D F isomorphic to F. Further, we have 
EDF= u eDFu0. 
(e.lw3Pl 
Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 imply that if 5’ and 2 are orthodox semigroups with 
bands B and B of idempotents, respectively, then the band of idempotents in 
p(S, zl; f, g, 94 is 
B = u F(i.1) u 0, 
(i,l)Ei 
where B is defined by (2) and 
FtiVl) = {(i, b): L E B}. 
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Clearly, B is isomorphic to B and P ($,r) to B. The question arises when 5 is 
equal to B D B. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let S and .Z be an orthodox semigroup with 0 and an 
orthodox monoid, respectively. Let the bands of idempotents of S and ,Z be 
B = &r E, and B, respectively. Suppose that f, g, q~ is an orthodox (S, Z)- 
triple. The band of idempotents of the orthodox semigroup YO(S, g f, g, g’) is 
B D B if and only if the triple f, g, q~ satisfies the following condition: 
(A7) for a pair of idempotents i, i in S with ii # 0 the endomorphisms 
fisi and g,,{ preserve the idempotents of Z provided E(i) < E(i) and satisfy both 
Zh,, C U(J) and Egisi C U(Z) otherwise. 
Remark. It E(i) < E(i) then fi,i and gi,i are automorphisms of Z. This can 
be verified easily by applying the method used in [5, Lemma 2.11 and the fact 
that iii = i. 
Proof. Assume that the band of idempotents of .Y”(S, 2, f, g, CJI) is B D B. 
Let i and Z be idempotents in S with ii # 0. Denoting the identity of .Z by 1 
we have 
(i, L)(Z, 1) = (ii, Lfi,i) 
for every L in B. By the definition of the lexicographic product this yields that 
Lfi,i = L if E(i) < E(i) and Lfi,i = 1 otherwise. Thus f satisfies condition (A7). 
Dually, one can show (A7) for g. Conversely, if (A7) is fulfilled by the triple 
f, g, 9” then one can immediately check that the band of idempotents in 
YO(S, 2; f, g, 9) is B D B. 
The orthodox (S, Z’)-triple with property (A7) is called a lexicographic 
(S, Z)-triple. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let S be a 0-g-simple orthodox semigroup and .Z an orthodox 
monoid. Let us choose and jx a nonzero idempotent e in S. The (S, Z)-triple f, g, 9, 
defined by (5) by means of an (S, e, z)-p air h, x and an R,-cross-section X is 
lexicographic if and only if h satisjes the following condition: 
(B6) ifp E P,\H, then Zh, C U(Z). 
Proof. First suppose that f, g, v is a lexicographic (S, ,X)-triple. Let p be 
an element in P,\H, and p’ an inverse of p contained in L, n eSe. Then, clearly, 
we have p, = p, = e and p’p < e. Since f, g, q is a lexicographic (S, ,X)-triple, 
(A7) implies that Zg,,,,e Z U(Z). By property (A2) we have 
gw&gw’,w = g s’m . 
Hereg,‘,, is an automorphism of Z which can be checked easily by(A2) and(A4); 
see [5, Lemma 2.11. Hence it follows that Zg,,, C U(Z). Since, by (5), we have 
g 9,e = h, thus we have proved that (B6) is satisfied. 
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Conversely, assume that h has property (B6). We have to prove that (A7) 
holds forf and g. Let i and Z be idempotents in S with ii f 0. If E(i) < E(i) 
then E(C) = E(G) = E(i). This implies that (i$ = (i+ = i, . Hence we have 
and 
(ii) I i0 = ili0 = e 
(ii), ii0 = i,i& = iI i(i&) i0 = i,(i&) i, = iIi, = e. 
These equalities imply by (B4) and (B5) thatfi,i and g,,i are equal to the identity 
automorphism of 2:. Now suppose that E(i) 6 E(i), that is, E(G) < E(i). The 
latter inequality implies the inequalities E(i,(ii),(ii),i,) < E(i,i,,i,i,) = E(e) 
and E(i,~(~i),(ii),iiO) < ,??(i,i,i,i,) = E(e) since E(i) = E(i&) and E(ii) = 
E((d),(i$) = E(i(ii),(ii),i). Thus, p = (S)liu and q = (ii)l&, do not belong 
to H,. By the assumption, Xh, C U(Z) and Zh, C U(Z) and therefore 
,Tfi,i C U(Z) and Zg,,i _C U(E). The proof is complete. 
The (S, e, Z)-pair satisfying property (B6) is called a lexicographic (S, e, .Z)- 
pair. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Now we come to the main question of the present paper, namely, how one 
can ensure an orthodox semigroup T with band E D F of idempotents to be 
isomorphic to an extension of an orthodox monoid with band F of idempotents 
by an orthodox semigroup with band E of idempotents. We give only sufficient 
conditions in the case when the nonzero idempotents belonging to E D 1 
are g-equivalent in T. If this is the case then, by Theorems 1.4 and 1.5, our 
question is reduced to the following one: Find sufficient conditions for T to 
have a strong E D l-separating congruence. Indeed, if T has a strong E i> l- 
separating congruence K then T/K is 0-g-simple. 
Let E be a band with 0 and F a band with identity 1. Suppose T is an orthodox 
semigroup with the band E D F of idempotents. The following theorem gives 
a criterion for T to have an E L> l-separating congruence. 
THEOREM 3.1. T%e orthodox sem@oup T with band E D F of idempotents 
has an E D l-separating congruence if and only if fov every pair t, t’ of elements 
in T which aye inverses of each other and for every idempotent i in I? D 1 with 
i < tt’ we have t’it E E D I _ 
Proof. Assume T to have an E D l-separating congruence. Let t and t’ 
be inverses of each other in T such that tt’ E e, D F and t’t E e2 D F. By 
Theorem 1.2, for every e with e ,< e, we have t’(e D F) t _C z D F, where 
d ,( es. If (e,l)<tt’then e<e,. Hence it follows that the restrictions 
Q’,$ : e b F-P z n F and 7t,tt : Z D F--f e D F of the isomorphisms O,,,, 
481/56/1-6 
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and O,,,, , respectively, are also isomorphisms inverse to each other. Thus 
for the identities of e D F and z D F we have (e, 1) O,,,, = (c, l), that is, 
t’(e, 1) t = (8, 1) E E D 1. 
Conversely, suppose that for every pair t, t’ of elements which are inverses 
of each other we have t’it E E D 1 provided i E E D 1 with i < tt’. Then 
the restrictions a,,,, : {i E E D 1: i < tt’> -+ (j E E D 1: j < t’t} and $,,,t : 
{j E E D 1: j < t’t} + {z’ E E I> 1: i < tt’} of the isomorphisms O,,,, and O,,,, , 
respectively, are also isomorphisms inverse to each other. Assume that 
tt’ E e, D F and t’t E e2 D F. By Lemma 2.2, we have (z’ E E D 1: i < tt’) = 
{(e, 1): e < e,} and {Jo E D 1:j < t’t} = ((ti, 1): F < e,>. As we have seen, 
i D F is the set of all elements of E D F smaller than or equal to (a, 1) but 
not smaller than any element of E D 1 smaller than (a, 1). Hence it follows that 
t’(e, 1) t = (z, 1) implies t’(e D F) t 2 d D F provided e f e, . Now let (e, ,fa) 
be an arbitrary element in E D F. Clearly, the idempotent tt’(eo,fo) tt’ belongs 
to eleOel D F if eieaer f 0 and equals 0 otherwise. In the latter case t’(e, D F) t = 0. 
If e = ereaer f 0 then tt’(e, ,fo) tt’ = (e,f), where t’(e, ,f,) t = t’(e,.f) t 
and e < e, . As we have shown above, t’(e D F) t c e D F for some F with 
Ed q e2 . This completes the proof as t’(e, i> F) t C t’(e I> F) t. 
In what follows T is assumed to be an orthodox semigroup with band E D F 
of idempotents in which the idempotents contained in E D 1 \O are g-equivalent. 
To ensure that T has an E c> l-separating congruence we make further 
assumptions on T. The following three conditions show various possibilities. 
The first condition is suggested by W. D. Munn’s result in [3]: 
(a) The g-class of T including E D l\O contains no further idempotent. 
If t and t’ are inverses of each other in T and i < tt’ then &Wit in T. In fact, 
an immediate calculation shows that it and t’i are inverses of each other in T 
and (it)(t’i) = i, (t’i)(it) = fit. Hence, if (a) is satisfied in T then i E E D l\O 
implies that t’it E E D 1. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, we obtain that T has an E D l- 
separating congruence. 
Before drawing up the second condition we define the concept of a semilattice 
of finite depth with identity. 
We say that an element x in a semilattice I’ with identity e is of finite depth 
if there is a natural number m such that there exist elements x1, xa ,..., x,,-, in 
Y with 
e > xl > x2 > ... > x,-1 > x, 
but there exist no elements yr , ya ,...,ym. with 
e >yl >yz > ... > Yw-1 > Ym > x* 
In this case m is called the depth of x and is denoted by m(x). A semilattice Y 
with zero and identity is called of finite depth provided every nonzero element 
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in it is of finite depth. The term dual atom is used to mean an element with 
depth 1. Clearly, the only element with depth 0 is the identity of Y. Further, 
x > y in Y implies m(x) < m(y). 
The second condition concerns the band E. 
(b) E is a band such that every principal ideal of Y(E) forms a semilattice 
of finite depth with at least two dual atoms. 
One can see that this is a rather strong condition on E. The following lemma 
will be helpful in proving that condition (b) implies T to have an E D I- 
separating congruence. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let B, B, and F be bands with identities e, if, and I, respectively. 
Assume that B = UapY E, , where E&o? E Y) is a rectangular band and Y is a 
O-uniform semilattice of$nite depth with at least two dual atoms. Suppose x: i? -+ 
B D F is a monomorphism such that zx E e D F fog an element 8 in E, , where OL 
is a dual atom in Y. Then (B\O) x C e D F. 
Proof. We prove by induction that the following statement holds for every 
natural number m: E,x _C e D F for every element a: in Y with depth smaller 
than m and, in addition, there exists a;, E E=, such that the depth of 01, is equal 
to m and &,x E e D F. Since I? > & we clearly have Zx E e D F. Thus, by the 
assumption of Lemma 3.2, the statement is valid for m = 1. Now suppose that 
the statement holds for some natural number m. Then, amx E e D F, and, 
by Lemma 2.2, we have (x, f) < gmx whenever x # e in B andf is an arbitrary 
element in F. If ol E Y with depth m and i E E, then i Q: a;, . Since x is a mono- 
morphism, this implies that ix 4: Z~X. Thus Eo,x C e D F for every a in Y 
with depth m. Since Y is O-uniform and contains at least two dual atoms there 
are at least two different elements 01 and 18 in Y with depth m. If a E E, and b E E, 
then ab E EaB . On the other hand, (ab) x = ax . bx E e D F for ax, bx E e D F. 
Here $I = 0 or the depth of C& is at least m + 1 since C$ < 01. Then, clearly, 
there exists an element 01,+i with depth m + 1 such that &I ,( ~+,~+i . Then 
- a,+,x E e D F provided z~,,,, E Em,_, , and this was to be proved. 
Now assume that E = UasYtE) EL has property (b), but there exist t, t’ in T 
which are inverses of each other, and there is an dz E Y(E) such that t’(&, 1) t 4 
E D 1 holds for some e” E E6 with (c, 1) < tt’. Let tt’ E e, D F and e, E Ea, . 
Then (3, 1) < tt’ implies that & < e, and hence oi < 011 . By condition (b), 
Yi = Y(e,Ee,) z CX~Y(E) is a semilattice of finite depth with at least two dual 
atoms. Therefore &E Y, can be chosen to be a maximal one with the above 
property. Let 01 E Y, such that d < 01 and m(G) = m(or) + 1 holds in Yi . 
Since d < a! < (pi , there exists e E E, with e < e, . Further, we have 
e’ = eee < e, and E(Z) = E(E) implying that (5, 1) < (e, I), (g, 1) < tt’ and 
(a, 1) 9(E, 1) in E D F. Hence t’(Z, 1) tBt’(e^, 1) t. Therefore t’(F, 1) t $ E D 1 
since E D 1 is a union of g-classes in E D F. Define t* and t*’ as follows: 
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t’(e, 1). Then t* and t*’ are inverses of each other in T 
t*‘t* = t’(e, 1) t 
t”t*’ z tt’ if e = e, , 
= (6 1) otherwise. 
Furthermore, t*‘(Z, 1) t* = t’(t?, 1) t holds for every P with z < e. In particular, 
t*‘(i?, 1) t* $ E D 1. Define 6,,,,, + and r9t*,tl, to be the restrictions of the iso- 
morphisms Ot*tst* and Ote,tl, to the subbands B, = {i E E D 1: i < t*t*‘) u 
{t*t*‘> and B, = {;E E D 1: i < t*‘t*) u {t*‘t*}, respectively. Since the 
elements of E D l\O were supposed to be g-equivalent in T the bands B, and 
B, are O-uniform. Hence Y(B,) and Y(B,) are O-uniform semilattices of finite 
depth with at least two dual atoms for (b) is satisfied in E. Since t*‘(8, 1) t* 4 
E D 1 and E((c?, 1)) is a dual atom in Y(B,), one of the monomorphisms Q1*,,t* 
and Qt*,l*, has the property required in Lemma 3.2. Hence, by Lemma 3.2, 
its range is contained in (es D F) U 0 for some ea in E as 0 is mapped into 0. 
This contradicts to the fact that the respective 0 is an isomorphism. By 
Theorem 3.1, we have shown that (b) implies that T has an E D l-separating 
congruence. 
The third condition makes restrictions on the band F. 
(c) F is a band such that in Y(F) there is no proper dense monomorphism 
from a principal ideal into another one. 
Here the term proper monomorphism is used to mean a one-to-one homo- 
morphism which fails to be onto. If P is a partially ordered set and P is its 
subset then P is called a dense subset in P if for everyp in P andFin P the relation 
p > $J implies that p E P. If P and Q are partially ordered sets then h: P -+ Q 
is called a dense mapping whenever Ph is a dense subset in Q. 
Let t and t’ be inverses of each other in T such that tt’ E es D F. Suppose 
that there exists e < e, in E\O such that t’(e D F) t $ C D F for any C?E E\,O. 
This means that t’(e, 1) t E t;l D F, but there existsfg F with t’(e,f) t $ Cl D F. 
Let t’(e, 1) t = (Er ,fi). Since (e,f) < (e, 1) we have t’(e, f) t = (Zz ,f.J, 
where t?a < Zi in E. By Lemma 2.2 it follows that every element in & D F is 
greater than (.Gs ,f2). Since O,,,, and O,,,, are isomorphisms inverse to each 
other this implies that for every element i in (t’(e i> F) t n t$ D F) O,,,, we 
have (e,f) < i < tt’(e, 1) tt’. Here tt’(e, 1) tt’ E e,ee,, D F = e D F. Thus, 
we obtain that (t’(e D F) t n Z1 D F) @,,t, is a proper dense subset in 
tt’(e D F) tt’ for O,,,, is an isomorphism. Observe that in E D F we have 
t’(e D F) t n & D F = (4 ,fi)(& D F)(e, ,h). 
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Thus the restriction of O,,,, to t’(e D F) t n Z1 D F determines a proper dense 
monomorphism from a principal ideal of the maximal semilattice homomorphic 
image of Cr D F into a principal ideal of the maximal semilattice homomorphic 
image of e D F. If F satisfies condition (c) then this is impossible since Ci D F 
and e D F are isomorphic to F. Hence we can see that condition (c) implies 
that T has an E D l-separating congurence. 
Suppose T has an E D l-separating congruence. On the one hand, this 
implies by Theorem 1.2 that there is a maximal E D l-separating congruence 
v on T. Then 
Z. = {t E T: iS&Z’j for some i, j in e D F) (e E E\O) (6) 
is the union of all v-classes which are Z-equivalent to (e, 1) 9 in T/v. Hence 
Xc, is an orthodox subsemigroup in T. The band of idempotents of Z0 is clearly 
e D F. On the other hand, Theorem 1.3 shows that 
S = (t E T: ZZtZj for some i, j in E D 1) 
is an orthodox subsemigroup in T with band E C- 1 of idempotents. 
(7) 
Now we are going to find out under what conditions the maximal E D l- 
separating congruence is strong. For this, we introduce the notion of a quasi- 
rigid band. Before doing so, however, we need some preliminary remarks. 
We say that a monoid M is weak& left cancelative if the following holds: 
Whenever mu = m for some element m and for a unit u in M then u is equal to 
the identity of M. In other words this means that the natural mapping of the 
group of units into the Schiitzenberger-group of an arbitrary s-class is one- 
to-one. 
Let a band E be given. If e # 0 in E then eEe is a subband in E with identity e. 
Hence Hall’s semigroup W(eEe) corresponding to the band eEe has an identity. 
Denote its W-class containing the identity by R(eEe). It is well known that 
R(eEe) is a right cancelative monoid. Let e, and e, be arbitrary elements in E. 
An isomorphism 9 of e,Ee, onto e,Ee, is called left quasi-identical in E if i < e, 
implies it92i and j < e2 implies jiP1?Ze, j. Observe that, in particular, e,6 = 
e,L?e, . 
LEMMA 3.3. Let E be a O-uniform band and e E E\O. The monoid R(eEe) is 
weakly left cancelative if and only if there is no nonidentical automorphism of eEe 
such that its restriction to fEf i.~ left quasi-identical for some f E eEe\O. 
Proof. Let a: be an automorphism of eEe such that its restriction CX~ to fEf 
is left quasi-identical for some f E eEe\O. Suppose that R(eEe) is weakly left 
cancelative. Since E is O-uniform there is an isomorphism 7 of eEe onto fEf. 
Then in the semigroup W(eEe) we have 
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If g is an arbitrary element in eEc then gT E fEf. Since elf is left quasi-identical 
we obtain that g(ra,) Z’~T and [(far) g( fay)] @%f (fq) g( fq). In the latter 
relation we have fa$Zf which implies that [( faf) g( fc+)] c$Bfg( fm+) %fgf.Thus 
we have shown that ($(a;‘~-‘), T(T~~)) = ($(7-r), T(T)). Clearly, (#(TVr), T(T)) E 
R(eEe), and ($(~l), V(N)) is a unit in R(eEe). Since R(eEe) is weakly left can- 
celative equality (8) implies that (+(a-l), ~(01)) is the identity of R(eEe) whence 
it follows that 01 is the identical automorphism. 
Conversely, suppose that there is no nonidentical automorphism of eZ?e such 
that its restriction to fEf is left quasi-identical for some f~ eEe\,O. Let 
($(7-l), ~(7)) and ($(01-l), v(a)) be arbitrary elements in R(eEe) and in the group 
of units of R(eEe), respectively. Then 7 is an isomorphism of eEe onto fEf for 
some f E eEe’\O, and 01 is an automorphism of eEe. Denote the restriction of OL 
to fEf by 01/ . Suppose that 
(!‘(T-% ‘P(T>)($(a-‘)> ‘F’(d) = (+(T-% dT)). 
Multiplying this equality by (z)(T), p)(T-‘)) on the left this yields that in W(eEe) 
we have 
(#(Lf), 9JD(4)(W1), d4> = (4(v), P)(v)), 
where tf is the identical automorphism offsf. Hence 
If i < f and j < fcxf then we can conclude from this equality that i+fZi and 
j@%?fif. Since, in particular, f+Yf, we have fif = fj( fc+) f = fj( faf) = fj. 
Thus af is left quasi-identical. Consequently, because of the assumption, 01 
is the identical automorphism and (#(a-l), p)(a)) is the identity of R(eEe). The 
proof is complete. 
A band E with 0 is called quasi-rigid whenever the following conditions are 
satisfied for every nonzero e in E: 
(Cl) Every automorphism of the band eEe preserves a nonzero element 
distinct from e, 
(C2) there is no nonidentical automorphism of eEe such that its restriction 
to fEf is left quasi-identical for some f E: eEe\O. 
By Lemma 3.3, property (C2) is equivalent to the following one: 
(C2)* the monoid R(eEe) is weakly left cancelative. 
In particular, if eEe has no nonidentical automorphism for every nonzero 
e in E then E: is called rigid. In this case (Cl) and (C2) are fulfilled trivially. 
Moreover, every X-class of W(E) is a singleton. This implies that &? is a con- 
gruence on S since E is isomorphic to E D 1. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let T be an orthodox semigroup with band of idempote?lts 
E D F such that E D I\(0 zs contained in a single C.&class of T. Suppose that T 
has an E D I-separating congruence. If E is quasi-rigid and 2 is a congruence 
on the subsemigroup S defined by (7) then the maximal E D 1 -separating congruence 
on T is strong. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2, if T has an E D l-separating congruence then 
it also has a maximal one which is denoted by V. Suppose that t and t’ are inverses 
of each other in T such that tt’ = (e, f) and t’t = (~,f). By assumption, 
(e, 1) 9(~, 1). Hence there are elements s and s’ in S such that they are inverses 
of each other and ss’ = (e, l), s’s = (F, 1). Then ts’ and st’ are inverses of each 
other in T. Since v is an E D l-separating congruence on T the idempotents 
s(t’t) s’ and s(s’s) s’ = ss’ = (e, 1) are v-equivalent. Hence st’ts’ E e D F. 
Similarly, ts’st’ E e D F. Thus st’ and ts’ are in the semigroup 2, defined in (6). 
Since 2 is a congruence on S we have u’(l, I) u = (k?, 1) provided u and U’ 
are inverses of each other in S with uu’ = u’u = (e, 1) and B < e in E. Hence, 
to prove that v is strong, it suffices to show that o’(F D F) u _C e’ [> F holds for 
every pair of elements 0, u’ in Zk which are inverses of each other and for every 
c with I? < e. Indeed, if this is the case then, by Theorem 1.2, the above elements 
t and s are contained in the same v-class proving that v is strong. If t = e then 
U(T), ~‘0 E e D F implies o’(e D F) u _C e D F. Now let i < e. Then (F, 1) < UU' 
and (c, 1) < u’u. Define a transformation 8 on the band eEe D 1 = {(E, 1): 
0 < e^ < e} u 0 such that 08 = 0, (e, 1) 8 = (e, l), and (8, 1) 19 == ~‘(6, 1)~ 
for every & with & < e. Theorem 3.1 implies that 8 is, indeed, a transformation. 
Moreover, 9 is an automorphism of eEe D 1. Since eEe D 1 is isomorphic to 
eEe, by (Cl), 8 preserves an element (g, 1) of eEe D 1 distinct from (e, 1). Let 
a and a’ be inverses of each other in T such that aa’ = (e, 1) and a’a = (l, 1). 
Since (e, 1)9(& 1) in T such elements exist. Using the fact that (E?, 1) < UO' 
we obtain that 
and 
aua’a’ = a(& 1) uu’(f?, 1) a’ = a(& I) a’ == (e, 1) 
u’a’ao = u’(P; 1) (3 = (t?, 1) 6 = (& 1). 
This means that (e, 1) 9Zuu~(~, 1), that is, aa E S and au#‘a. Since & is a 
congruence on S we have 
vu > PJ = (L ! Pf7”> 
in W(p,l)s(e,r)(eEe D 1). By the definition of 8 we have (A,,, , paO) = (A,, , pu) x 
(#(8-l), ~(6)) implying that 
Here Oa , pa) E R(eEe D 11, and (#(a-l), v(8)) is a unit in R(eEe D 1). Condition 
(C2)* implies that R(eEe D l), which is isomorphic to R(eEe), is weakly left 
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cancelative. Consequently, (#(IF), (p(9)) is the identity of R(eEe D 1). There- 
for 8 is the identical automorphism of eEe D 1. This proves that Y is a strong 
E i> l-separating congruence on T. 
Note that if the maximal E D I-separating congruence v on the orthodox 
semigroup T with the band I? I> F of idempotents is strong then T/V .g S/p 
where p denotes the restriction of v to S. Clearly, p is the maximal idempotent- 
separating congruence on S for v is the maximal E D 1 -separating congruence on 
T. Thus T,iv g W,(E L> 1). 
Combining Theorem 1.5, Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, and Theorem 3.4 we 
obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose T is an orthodox semigroup with band E D F of 
idempotents in which the idempotents of E D I\0 are &&equivalent. If one of the 
conditions (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied then S and Ze(e E E\O) defined by (7) 
and (6) respectively, are orthodox subsemigroups in T with the bands E D 1 and 
e D F of idempotents. The semigroup Ws(E D 1) is 0-2%simple. A!Ioreover, T 
is isomorphic to .Y’( Ws(E D I), 2Yc, ;f, g, 9) f or some lexicographic (Ws(E D I), 
J&triple f, g, q provided 8 is a congruence on S. The triple f, g, p can be chosen 
to be defined by (5) by means of a lexicographic (WJE D l), (e, 1) 4, Z,)-pair. 
Remark. If E is rigid then X is automatically a congruence on S. Moreover, 
W,(E D 1) is isomorphic to W(E G- 1) and, hence, to W(E). 
To complete Theorem 3.5 we mention the following proposition. 
PROPOSITIOS 3.6. Given a O-Y-simple orthodox semigroup S with the band 
E of idempotents, an orthodox monoid C with the band F of idempotents and a 
lexicographic (S, .Z)-triple f, g, v, the semigroup T = .YO(S, Z; f, g, p') is an 
orthodox semigroup with the band E D F of idempotents in which the elements of 
E 0 1 \,O are %equivalent. ~VIoreover, T has property (a) if and only if the identity 
of 22’ is .2-equivalent to no other idempotent in 2. 
Proof. Denote the identity of .Z by 1. It follows immediately from Propo- 
sition 2.3 that T is an orthodox semigroup with band E D F of idempotents. 
By Theorem 1.4, % is a strong E D l-separating congruence and T/V s S. 
Since V is strong we have T/V E S, s-1/%? ! S, D1 , where S, b1 is defined in T 
by (1). Furthermore, G? I S, >, is an idempotent-separating congruence on 
SE i,.l Hence SE L--l is O-&simple since S is O-C&simple. Thus the elements 
of E [> 1’0 are p-equivalent in T. 
Assume that the identity of ,Z is C&equivalent to no other idempotent in 2:. 
Suppose that (e, i) 9(~, I), where e, & E E and i E F. Then there exists an element 
(s, u) in T with (e, z) :%?(s, u) L~‘(E, I). Th’ IS implies that e9W% in S. Since 
(s, u) Y(?, 1) there exists (x, 5) in T such that 
(c I) =-= (2, O(s, 0) == (xs, 4fi,-; . Fr,s %,,) 
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Hence ug,,,Yl in Z. By assumption, U(Z) is a 9-class in Z: Thus ugg,,, E U(Z). 
Lemma 2.1 in [S] shows that g,,, is an automorphism of .Z. Consequently, 
u E U(Z). On the other hand, we have (e, i)(s, 0) = (s, u) implying that z~~,~u = u. 
Thus ifss = 1. By Lemma 2.1 in [5], fe,s is an automorphism. This yields 
that i = 1. Thus we obtained that T has property (a). The “only if” part follows 
immediately from the fact that for a nonzero idempotent e in S the subsemigroup 
,P = ((e, u) E T: u E Z} in T is isomorphic to Z. 
4. O-SIMPLE I-ORTHODOX SEMIGROUPS 
In this section we apply Theorem 3.5 to characterize O-simple I-orthodox 
semigroups. We use the term I-orthodox semigroup to mean an orthodox semi- 
group whose band of idempotents is isomorphic to the orthogonal sum of direct 
products of rectangular bands and I. Here I denotes the semilattice of integers 
with the operation taking maximum. This result generalizes R. J. Warne’s 
result in [7] concerning simple I-semigroups. 
Let (Je> and {A,} be a set of right and left zero semigroups, respectively, 
indexed by the elements of a set E. Assume that both Jc n Jf, and A, n AtI 
are empty provided 4 # 5, . The rectangular band JE x fl, is denoted by D, . 
Clearly, the orthogonal sum B = zfEE (D, x I) is rigid since eBe is a descending 
w-chain for every e in B. It is straightforward to verify that W(B) is isomorphic 
to the following semigroup V(D, , 3). The underlying set of V(D, , E) is 
(Uces Jc x 1 x 1 x UPSET) ” 0. Th e multiplication is defined as follows: 
(iFI 3 a, 6 b,)(& y c, 4 yc,) 
= (4, , a + c - min(b, c), b + d - min(b, c), pc4) if & = & , 
= 0 otherwise, 
(iEl j a, b, &JO = O(jEa , c, d, ye,) = 0 * 0 = 0. 
The set of idempotents of V(D, , E 1s 
a a A) d:t E = ((it, , , t : , 8,2c E ’ Jt and A6 62 4. 
Moreover, (if , a, a, h,) 3 (jcl , b, 6, pE1) if and only if E = [r , i6 = j, , 
A, = PC v and a < b in 1. The W-class containing the idempotent 
e = (if0 , 0, 0, AZ> is 
R, = {(ii0 , 0,a,h,):aEI,5E~,XcEA5}. 
In this W-class we have (ii0 , 0, a, &) N (ii0 , 0, b, pcL5r) if and only if a = b 
and [ = tr , where - means the minimal inverse congruence on V(D, , E). 
The semigroup P, = R, n eV(D, , E) e is 
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Hence P, is isomorphic to the additive semigroup 9 of nonnegative integers, 
and the nonequivalent elements of R, are in one-to-one correspondence with 
the elements of I x 3”. 
Let Z be a semigroup with identity. A pair 12: N -+ End Z, x: N x I i< 
% + C(Z) of mappings will be called a Zexicogruphic .X-pair if the pair h: P, + 
End ZI, 2: P, Y R,! --+ r(Z) of mappings defined by h(i;O,O,a,nQ 2: h, and 
’ )7(i~,,o,n,n~o),(i~,.o,~.~~) --: x:,.. is a lexicographic (Cr(Li,, S), e, Z)-pair. By property 
(Bl), one can always speak about lexicographic Z-pairs instead of Iesicographic 
(c’(I), , Z), e, X)-pairs. 
Suppose we are given groups G,, , G, ,..., G, r with homomorphisms 
ys : G,<-, --f G, (/z = 1, 2,..., d -~-- I). Define a multiplication on the set 
I-I -= ufli G, as follows: Whenever R,,, E G,,z and gQ E G, then 
,e?ll ’ ,!??I z (R?HYvL i 1 ” Y?J AC if 771 --I 8, 
gm 612 if m := 11, 
:= gm( KnYn~-l . .. rm) if m>n. 
Thus we have defined a semigroup which is called ajijzite chain (chain of length d) 
ofgroups. It is well known that, up to isomorphism, these semigroups are exactly 
those regular semi,groups whose partially ordered set of idempotents is a finite 
chain (chain of length d). Denote the identity of G,(rZ =y I,..., d - I) by e, . 
Clearly, e, is an identity in H and the group of units of Z-I is G, . If 7: H -+ G, is 
an endomorphism then n is uniquely determined by its restriction iT = n 1 G,-, : 
G,-, - G, . For if g, e G, (0 < m < d) then 
g T,l~ = gTn77 0e, = g,,n 0 ed_,77 = (&‘ ' ed--l)7j = gram+1 "' Yd--l*' 
This observation shows that the following theorem describes the structure 
of O-simple I-orthodox semigroups by means of groups and group homo- 
morphisms. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let H be a finite chain of groups with identity denoted by 1 
and r: H - U(H) an endomorphism of H. Suppose {w,E: a E I, .$ E S} is a system 
of units of H such that w,P = I whenever a 2 0. Define a pair h: N-t End H, 
x:NxZx 0” ---f U(H) of mappings as follows: 
h, zzz nn (r” is the identity automorphism of H), (9) 
x:,a == 1 if n-o, 
(10) 
== wag7F . whip n-2 . . . . c ' Wa+n-1 otherwise. 
The pair h, x of mappings is a lexicographic H-pair. Let f, g, p be the lexicographic 
(V(D, , E), H)-triple defined by (5) by means of h, x. Then Y”( V(D, , S), H; f, g, F) 
is a O-simple orthodox semigroup with band of idempotents isomorphic to 
LP, x 0 
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Conversely, let T be a O-simple orthodox semigroup with band of idempotents 
isomorphic to zSE8 (DE x I). Then T is isomorphic to .Y”(V(D, , S), H; f, g, y) 
for some $nite chain of groups H with identity 1 and for a lexicographic 
(V(D, , E), H)-triple f, g, q~ determined, as above, by an endomorphism 
T: H - U(H) and a system (w,~: a E I, t E !Zj of unit< of H with the property 
that ZU,~ = 1 zuhenever a > 0. 
Proof, One can check immediately that the pair h, x of mappings defined 
by (9) and (10) is a lexicographic pair. By Proposition 2.4 it follows that f, g, 9) 
is a lexicographic (V(D, , s), H)-triple. Th us, by Proposition 3.6, the band of 
idempotents of T = Y”( V(D, , E), H; f, g, y) is E D F, where F is a finite chain 
with greatest element 1. Furthermore, the elements of E D 1 \O are g-equivalent 
in T. This ensures the semigroup T to be O-simple. One can see easily that E D F 
is isomorphic to z:EE9 (DE x I). 
Conversely, let T be a O-simple orthodox semigroup with band B of idem- 
potents isomorphic to & (DE x I). Let us choose and fix an element e, in B. 
Denote by B the set of elements of B being g-equivalent to e, in T. Since T 
is O-simple, for every pair e, f of nonzero idempotents there exists an idempotent 
f such that J < f and egf in T. The idempotents comparable with e, constitute 
a chain ... > e-, > e-, > e, > e, > e, > .... Thus, there exists a least 
positive integer d with ed E i?. As we have seen, the idempotents i and j are 
g-equivalent in T if and only if there exists a pair t, t’ of elements in T such 
that they are inverses of each other, i < tt’ and t’it = j. Since O,,,, is an iso- 
morphism this yields that E(e,), where a is an arbitrary integer, is contained in 
B if and only if d 1 a. (Here, as above, the g-class of B containing e, is denoted 
by E(e,)). Since every orthogonal summand of B contains an element which is 
g-equivalent to e,, there is an isomorphism 4: B + E D (d), where (d) denotes 
a chain of length d with greatest element 1, such that e04 = ((i:” , 0, 0, A$ 1) 
and &b = E D 1. Then, clearly, we have (e, J) 4-l s(z, 1) 4-l if and only if 
f = 1. Since the band E is rigid Theorem 3.5 and the remark after it imply that 
T z -YO( V(D, , S), R, f, g, v), where H is a chain of length d of groups and 
f, g, g, is a lexicographic (V(D, , E), H)-triple defined by (5) by means of a lexico- 
graphic (V(D, , E), e, H)-pair for e = (ezO , 0, 0, $). To complete the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 all that remains is to show that the system of elements (z+ : r E R,} 
in the proof of Theorem 1.5 can be chosen such that the corresponding lexico- 
graphic H-pair h, x has form (9) and (10). If r = (iiO, 0, a, h,) then denote U, 
by u(,,~~) . For every element k in y, 0 let us choose and fix an element i,O in Js 
and an element hz in nb: . Denote the idempotent ((i<O, 0, 0, h,O), 1) $-I by et. 
By assumption we have u(~& = eEo = e, . Since (ij0 , 0, 1, ;\!,)” - (iz, , 0, n, h!J 
for every positive integer n, we can choose u(,,$) such that 
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Since the idempotents ee([ E B) are g-equivalent in T we can take elements 
xE(t E 5) with e,&‘?x~dpe’. In particular, let xEo = es . Clearly, xc is contained in 
the congruence class corresponding to (i” 
integer n, the element u(,,Q 
$0 , 0, 0, h(O). Thus, for a nonnegative 
0 xc can be considered as u(,,~~) 
@, 7 0, 0, V) = go 7 
0 since (izO , 0, n, XQ X 
0, n, Xeo). The elements u(~,+) with a < 0 are chosen 
arbitrarily. Denote the endomorphism h, defined by (4) by n. Then (11) implies 
that h, = #. On the other hand, write w,P for the unit &, defined by (3). 
It follows immediately by (3) and (11) that w,’ = e, , provided n 3 0. Now 
let n > 0. Applying (3) and (4) we obtain that 
This yields by (3) that ,&a = w,W-t . wi+i~+s . ... * w&-i . In the case 
in which n = 0, clearly, we have & = es . Thus the lexicographic H-pair 
!r, x defined in this way has the desired form, which completes the proof. 
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